This month, USC grad student Erin Joy Araneta discusses her nonprofit and advocating for the environment and inclusion. ACS Career Consultants share advice on identifying and overcoming burnout.

John Banovetz urges you to "be true to yourself" when navigating difficult decisions in your professional life, plus two ACS Members share their experience making a common decision students face yearly in a new Early Career Chemist!

Explore more below!

EARLY CAREER PROFILE


Read more

CAREER DECISIONS
Should you take time off before grad school? Two ACS members offer their personal stories and considerations for this tough decision.

C&EN TALENTED 12 SPOTLIGHT

"I'm proud to be a chemist because it allows me to see the world at the molecular level."
-Susie Banziger, Corteva Agriscience

Get to know Susie Banziger and the "career adventure" she's been on! Susie talks about the innovative, sustainable science happening at Corteva and why she is excited to work in the agrochemical industry. Watch here

ONE MINUTE MENTOR

John Banovetz recalls his father's advice to "be true to yourself" and emphasizes remaining grounded when navigating your professional life.

Read more
In this post-pandemic world, balancing work and life while avoiding exhaustion is a challenge many of us face. ACS Career Consultants provide tips to help individuals manage the stages of burnout.

Read more

ACS PERSONAL CAREER CONSULTING

No matter what stage you’re at in your career, our team of ACS Career Consultants are ready to advise you. Through this ACS member-exclusive program, you can connect with one of ~60 experts with industrial chemistry backgrounds.

Our diverse team of ACS Consultants provide personalized career advice to ACS Members through resume reviews, mock interviews, LinkedIn profile reviews, and general career counseling sessions - free of charge! We encourage you to reach out with any questions you have - whether you’re looking for a promotion, a career switch or just need support.

Subscribe  Join  Renew  Archive
NOMINATE
A deserving early-career scientist for C&EN’s Talented 12 program by Jan 16. Learn more and nominate here.

LISTEN
To the Tiny Matters team discuss vaccines – influenza, Covid and even the bird flu – just in time for flu season.

LEARN
On your own time or with others. Browse opportunities available through the ACS Institute.

READ
Can cool coatings combat climate change? C&EN investigates.